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ABSTRACT
Vocabulary mismatch is a frequent problem in information retrieval
(IR). It can occur when the query is short and/or ambiguous but also
in specialized domains where queries are made by non-specialists
and documents are written by experts. Recently, vocabulary mismatch has been addressed with neural learning-to-rank (NLTR)
models and word embeddings to avoid relying only on the exact
matching of terms for retrieval. Another approach to vocabulary
mismatch is to use knowledge bases (KB) that can associate different
terms to the same concept. Given the recent success of transformer
encoders for NLP, we propose KTRel: a NLTR model that uses word
embeddings, Knowledge bases and Transformer encoders for IR.
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INTRODUCTION

In specialized domains like the medical one, non-specialists express their queries using plain English, whereas documents contain
domain-specific terms. For example, if a user asks "How plant-based
diets may extend our lives?" a bag-of-words (BoW) based IR system
will be unable to retrieve relevant documents such as "A review of
methionine dependency and the role of methionine restriction in cancer growth control and life-span extension". To retrieve this document,
an IR system should associate "plant-based diets" with "methionine
restriction".
On the one hand, neural learning-to-rank (NLTR) models that use
prior knowledge from word embeddings trained on large amounts
of raw text are a promising approach to this problem. However,
most NLTR models are not interpretable, with unknown or rare
words and struggle to outperform a well-tuned BoW baseline on
standard IR collections such as Robust04 where the amount of annotated data is limited [30].
On the other hand, using knowledge bases (KB) to expand queries
and/or documents with concepts has often been proposed to tackle
the vocabulary mismatch since the same concept/entity can be related to words belonging to non-specialist and expert vocabularies.
However, it is a challenging task since KB can be incomplete, lead
to noise addition and require hand-crafted features [33]. In this
work, we study the potential for NLTR models to ignore the noise
"Copyright © 2020 for this paper by its authors. Use permitted under Creative Commons License Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0)."

introduced by KB and focus on the relevant knowledge to improve
search.
Given the recent success of transformer encoders for several NLP
tasks [6, 13, 21, 27], we propose KTRel: a NLTR model that uses:
(1) word embeddings pre-trained on large amount of text; (2) concept embeddings pre-trained on a specialized KB; (3) transformer
encoders that associate sequence of word embeddings and concept
embeddings to a fixed-size representation.
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RELATED WORK

Several methods to include KB for IR in specialized domains have
already been proposed. These models use one (or a combination)
of the following three strategies: (1) explicit rules; (2) machine
learning methods based on hand-crafted features; (3) deep learning
methods.
Explicit rules. The entity query feature expansion [5] that uses
relations between KB elements to extend queries with entities has
been studied in depth by Jimmy et. al. [33] in the medical field. They
show that such methods require several key choices and design decisions to be effective and are therefore difficult to use in practice.
Machine learning. Soldaini et al. [25] proposed to use KBs to
add medical and health hand-crafted features to improve the performance of learning-to-rank methods for IR in the medical field.
However, this approach relies on hand-crafted features that require
domain and KB specific knowledge when they are designed.
Deep learning. Recently, KBs have been successfully combined
with NLTR approaches for Question-Answer systems [23] and for
web search in the general domain [15]. NLTR models for IR work
similarly to neural models for automatic natural language processing (TALN). The main difference is that the objective functions used
by the NLTR models optimize the ranking of a list of documents
with respect to a query. Unsupervised learning methods were also
used to learn vector representations of documents based on medical
concepts for information retrieval in the medical domain [19].
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KTREL

In this section, we describe the different steps our model follows to
perform IR. The overall architecture of KTRel is shown in Figure 1.
Prior step. In order to include prior knowledge to our model, we
pre-train word embeddings on raw text and we pre-train concept
embeddings on a specialized domain KB.
Knowledge step. Queries and documents are annotated with a set
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Figure 1: Architecture of KTRel

of candidate concepts from the specialized domain KB. We adopt
the same strategy as Shen et al. [23]: n-grams are annotated with
their top-K candidate concepts in order to deal with the possible
ambiguity of some n-grams.
Transformer step. Considering the significant performance gains
recently obtained by transformers in NLP [6, 13, 21, 27], we propose
to use transformers encoders to associate both sequences of words
and sequences of concepts with a fixed size representation using
the following steps: (1) a mapping of the elements of the input
sequence with their corresponding embeddings; (2) a self-attention
mechanism [27] to compute a context aware representations of elements of the sequence; (3) a position-wise Feed Forward Network;
(4) an element-wise sum of the representations obtained previously
to get a fixed size sequence encoding.
Relevance step. A concept-based similarity is computed using the
cosine between the transformer encoding of the query’s concepts
𝑞𝑐 and the transformer encoding of the document’s concepts 𝑑𝑐 .
Analogously, we calculate a word-based similarity (see Figure 1).
The final relevance score between query 𝑄 and document 𝐷 consists in a linear combination between the concept-based similarity
and the word-based similarity:
Rel(𝑄, 𝐷) = 𝑎 cos (𝑞 𝑤 , 𝑑 𝑤 ) + 𝑏 cos (𝑞𝑐 , 𝑑𝑐 )

(1)

With 𝑎 ∈ R and 𝑏 ∈ R two parameters learned during training.
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EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we describe the empirical evaluation of our NLTR
models. We first present the data (Section 4.1), our baselines (Section 4.3) and the experimental setup (Section 4.2).

4.1

Datasets

Collection. We evaluate KTRel on the NFCorpus [3]: a publicly
available collection for learning-to-rank in the medical domain.
It consists of 5,276 different queries written in plain English and
3,633 documents composed of titles and abstracts from PubMed
and PMC with a highly technical vocabulary. We did not evaluate
our model on standard medical ad hoc IR collection such as CLEF
eHealth 2013 [26] or CLEF eHealth 2014 [7] because they contain
about 50 annotated queries each which is not enough to train NLTR
models [9, 30].
Knowledge base. We use medical concepts from the version 2018AA
of the UMLS Metathesaurus [1]. We choose the UMLS Metathesaurus mainly because of its huge coverage: 3.67 million concepts
from 203 source vocabularies.

4.2

Experimental setup

Concepts. We use MetamorphoSys to extract the relational graph
of medical concepts from UMLS. We discard concepts that do not
belong to a medical semantic type (e.g. Quantitative Concept). Text
is annotated with medical concepts using QuickUMLS [24] with
default parameter values. As done by Shen et al. [23], the number
of candidate concepts K is set to 8.
Pre-trained Embeddings. We use word embeddings trained with
word2vec [17] on a combination of PubMed and PMC texts available at: http://bio.nlplab.org. Concept embeddings are trained on
the UMLS relational graph with TransE [2]. All embeddings are
updated during training and both word and concept embedding
dimensions are set to 200.
Implementation. KTRel is implemented in pytorch (https://pytorch.
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org/).
Loss. Models are trained to minimize the Margin Ranking Loss:

0.2

Where 𝐷 + is a document more relevant to query 𝑄 than 𝐷 − .
Transformer encoder. The number of attention heads and the dimension of the feed forward network are selected from {1, 2, 5, 10}
and {50, 100, 200, 500} respectively. We used ReLU activation function. Preliminary experiments showed that using a single transformer encoder layer yields the best results. This is probably due
to the small size of our collection.
Training. Adam optimizer [12] is used with default parameter values. Batch size and dropout rate are selected from {10, 20, 50} and
{0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5} respectively. We apply early stopping on the
validation MAP.
Validation. Hyper-parameters listed above are tuned on the MAP
on the validation set using grid search.
Evaluation. We use 4 standard evaluation metrics: MAP, Recall,
Precision and nDCG on the top 1,000 documents. These metrics
are implemented with pytrec-eval [11]. We use a two-tailed paired
t-test with Bonferroni correction to measure statistically significant
differences between the evaluation metrics. Because the NFCorpus
has only 3,633 documents we can evaluate every (query, document)
pair in a reasonable amount of time in order to avoid relying on a
re-ranking strategy [9, 31]. Therefore the recall of KTRel and the
NLTR baselines is not upper-bounded by a prior ranking stage.

4.3

Baselines

We compare KTRel with three types of baselines methods: BoW
and NLTR for IR and Pre-trained BERT encoder.
BoW. As suggested by Yang et al. [30], we use Okapi BM25 [22]
and Okapi BM25 with RM3 pseudo-relevance feedback [16] as our
BoWs baselines. Stemming, indexing and evaluation of BM25 and
BM25-RM3 are performed by Terrier [20]. Hyper-parameter values
are tuned on the validation MAP with grid search.
NLTR. DUET [18], KNRM [29], DRMM [8] and Conv-KNRM [4]
are used as NLTR baselines for IR. Training and evaluation of these
models is performed with MatchZoo [10]. Hyper-parameter values
are tuned on the validation MAP with random search over 10 runs.
We use the tuner provided by MatchZoo to sample values from the
hyper-parameter space associated with each model.
BERT. We also compare KTRel against BERT [6] encoder: a state
of the art language representation model. We use the "bert-baseuncased" model provided by Hugging Face [28], pre-trained on the
BooksCorpus [32] and English Wikipedia. When training, we fine
tune the last layer of the model.
BioBERT. Finally, we compare KTRel against BioBERT [14]: a
biomedical language representation that train BERT language model
on large-scale biomedical corpora.
To study the usefulness of combining concepts and words, we also
train and evaluate separately the part of the KTRel architecture that
uses only concepts (denoted by KTRel-C) and the part that uses
only words (denoted by KTRel-W) as pictured in Figure 1. KTRel-C
and KTRel-W are trained independently using the same setup as
described in subsection 4.2
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Figure 2: MAP on all query fields against the # of queries
used in training. \ indicate when a NLTR model has enough
queries in training to achieve statistically significant improvement compared to BM25-RM3 (p-value < 0.05)
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RESULTS

The performance of KTRel against baselines are shown in Table 1.
In the following, we propose empirical answers to several research
questions.
Is it useful for ranking to use both words and medical concepts? KTRel outperforms all the NLTR baselines on all metrics
with statistical significance. The fact that KTRel also outperforms
both KTRel-W and KTRel-C provides empirical evidence that IR in
specialized domain can benefit from combining pre-trained concept
representations with pre-trained word representations.
Can KTRel outperform a strong BoW baseline? KTRel achieves
statistical significance against BM25 with RM3 query expansion on
most metrics. The overall ranking is largely improved by KTRel:
+33.9% w.r.t MAP. The notable exceptions are nDCG@5 and nDCG@10:
even if KTRel outperforms BM25-RM3 in terms of nDCG@5 (+1.2%)
and nDCG@10 (+4.4%), it does not achieve statistical significance.
Interestingly, KTRel do achieve statistical significance against P@5
(+16.3%) and P@10 (+26.5%). The difference between P@k and
nDCG@k is that precision only looks at the proportion of relevant
documents whereas nDCG@k emphasizes more on the ranking
itself and takes into account the relevance levels of documents.
Therefore, we can conclude that even if KTRel is able to retrieve
more relevant documents in the top-k results, BM25-RM3 is still
a strong baseline when it comes to the ranking of the top-k documents.
How is BERT performing in IR in specialised domains? BERT
performs worst than BM25 despite it’s success in several NLP
tasks [6]. Because BioBERT outperforms BERT with a high margin,
we can conclude that, when using a language model in a specialized
domain, it is essential to pre-train the model on text of the same
domain.
Can baseline NLTR models outperform a strong BoW baseline? First, we notice that the DUET and KNRM models perform
worst than BM25. The reason is probably that these models were
developed on much larger datasets [18, 29] than the NFCorpus. Second, DRMM performs slightly better than BM25 (+6.7% w.r.t MAP,
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model
P@5
P@10
P@20
nDCG@5 nDCG@10 nDCG@20
MAP
Recall
BM25
0.28460.24190.17330.35240.32670.30380.15480.47400.3056
0.2603
0.1912
0.3664
0.3431
0.3249
0.1801
0.6249
BM25-RM3
DUET
0.19670.18400.15610.18570.18830.18920.12640.7673+
KNRM
0.20820.18870.16170.19140.19140.19360.12160.7764+
DRMM
0.2940
0.2489
0.1819
0.3540
0.3330
0.3116
0.1651
0.7051+
Conv-KNRM 0.3146
0.2865
0.2378+
0.30100.30900.3138
0.2110+ 0.8143+
BERT
0.20840.19980.15360.20900.21960.20620.15670.7847+
+
+
+
BioBERT
0.3148
0.2989
0.2373
0.3508
0.3377
0.3228
0.2358
0.8265+
KTRel-C
0.3127
0.2889+ 0.2304+
0.32850.32950.30940.2194+ 0.8047+
KTRel-W
0.3204+ 0.3008+ 0.2377+
0.3465
0.3369
0.3141
0.2228+ 0.8187+
+
+
+
+
0.3554
0.3294
0.2498
0.3708
0.3584
0.3424
0.2411+ 0.8520+
KTRel
Table 1: Performance comparison of different models on the NFCorpus. + (resp. -) denotes a significant performance gain (resp.
degradation) against BM25-RM3 (p-value < 0.01). Best performances are highlighted in bold.

+3.3% w.r.t P@5 and +0.5% w.r.t nDCG@5) but it does not manages
to outperform BM25-RM3. Finally, Conv-KNRM is the only NLTR
baseline that manages to outperform BM25 and BM25-RM3 w.r.t
MAP, Precision and Recall (but not w.r.t nDCG). These results empirically confirm that NLTR models have not achieved significant
breakthroughs in IR [9].
Do transformer encoders provide useful representations for
IR in specialised domains? KTRel-W and KTRel-C perform similarly to the best NLTR baseline. Moreover, the fact that these models
rely on a simple cosine similarity between the query and the document representation empirically demonstrate that transformer
encoders do produce useful representations for IR.
How do NLTR models affect the recall? Since the number of
documents is limited in the NFCorpus, we do not rely on a reranking strategy based on BM25 [31]. Therefore the recall of the
NLTR models is not upper bounded by the recall of BM25. The
results indicate that the gain of KTRel in terms of recall is significant compared to BM25 (+78.6%) and BM25-RM3 (+36.3%). This
happens because BoW models can only retrieve documents that
contain terms of the query whereas NLTR models do not have this
restriction.
How much data is needed to outperform BM25-RM3 with a
neural network? As we can see on Figure 2, the number of queries
required for an NLTR model to outperform BM25 or BM25-RM3
baselines varies depending on the model under consideration. On
the NFCorpus, about 200 queries are required by DRMM to obtain
results comparable to those of BM25. This is due to the fact that
DRMM is a model with very few parameters (≈ 450) and therefore
does not need a lot of data to converge. However, and for the same
reasons, DRMM does not benefit from a lot of training data and does
not even outperform the BM25-RM3 reference model when given
more training queries. The Conv-KNRM model manages to outperform BM25 and BM25-RM3, but about 3,000 queries are required
in the training set for Conv-KNRM to outperform BM25-RM3 over
NFCorpus. It seems that less data (≈ 1,500 queries) are needed for
the KTRel model. This suggests that the use of concepts can be
useful in resource-constrained scenarios. These results also confirm that training an NLTR model on a collection containing only
a few hundred queries is a very difficult task. This may explain
why significant breakthroughs have yet to be achieved by NLTR

on standard IR collections that contain only a few hundred queries
at best and a few dozen at worst.

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose KTRel: a transformer-based NLTR model
that uses both words and concepts for IR in specialized domains. We
empirically demonstrate that adding concepts to a neural learningto-rank model is useful for IR in the medical domain. We show
that transformer encoders provide effective sequence representations for IR. We also empirically confirm that BM25 with RM3
query expansion is still a strong baseline, especially with respect to
high-precision metrics. As future work we plan to evaluate KTRel
on more collections and other specialized domains. To make our
model scalable to larger collections, we will adapt it to learn wordbased and concept-based sparse representations compatible with
an inverted index as suggested by Zamani et al. [31].
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